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Berlin is the largest city in Germany, both in area and population. Situated on the River Spree at
the crossing of two historic trade routes, its earliest structures date back to 1174. From the
paintings displayed on Museum Island to the statues scattered about the city, from sporting
events to performing arts, from the Berlin International Film Festival to Oktoberfest, you will get
to know Berlin and its people. You will even venture outside the city to Potsdam and other
environs. This photographic coffee-table collection has an introduction by Brewster Chamberlin,
a frequent visitor to this stately European outpost. Here are nearly 200 bright, colorful pictures
that capture the area and its people – meticulously selected images by top travel photographers
whose cameras have documented the city from east to west.

'Jean Gill's spiky humour makes you feel as if she's caught you on barbed wire and yet makes
you smile about it.' - Mike Sharpe, Haverfordwest Journalist '...the humour frequently has the
effect of pointing up the stark reality with which she writes.' - Ted Griffin, Pause Magazine'Jean
Gill manages to present life's daily adventures, which are intensified by looking for the 'right
word' or not understanding local practices, in such a charming way, that the reader can see the
beauty in the little things and the breathtaking adventure. Reading the book reminded me of my
own trip to Southern France thirty some years ago, and I I loved it.' - Gisela Hausmann, the
Naked No Fluff Book Series'This was a lovely account of one person's experience of living in
Wales and Provence where life can take on unexpected challenges and pleasures. Written in a
very witty sort of stream of consciousness it is a memoir that I found totally absorbing and at
times very funny. It's a book that gives the reader a real and vivid insight into the area and what
it's like to upsticks and move to another country and culture. Highly recommended.' - Kristin
Gleeson, the Celtic Knot SeriesWinner of the Global Ebooks Award for Best Historical
FictionThe Troubadours Quartet'Wonderful! If you love historical romance and adventure, you
must pick up this series!' - Autumn Birt, The Rise of The Fifth Order'Jean Gill is the master of
historical intrigue.' - C.M.T. Stibbe, Chasing Pharoahs'One of the best historical novels I've read
in a long time.' - Paul Trembling, Dragonslayer'A walk through time! That is what it was like to
read this fine novel. It drew me into the pages and would not let go of me until done! Bravo for a
wonderful read!' - Arwin Blue, By Quill Ink and Parchment Historical Fiction blogger'Jean Gill
masterfully weaves this fictional tale with accurate medieval history in a way that I have not
experienced in a long time. All at once, I am surrounded by knights, crusades, and Templar
politics... Her writing is as lyrical as the songs her characters sing.' - B.J. Tiernan, Standing on a
WhaleFrom the AuthorEverything in this book is true! I wrote about the experiences of our first
year here in this beautiful part of France, as they happened. Writing this sort of autobiography is
a bit nerve-wracking as you have no idea where the story is going or what's going to happen.It



must have been worth writing because a reader told me she nearly wrecked her machine at the
gym from laughing while reading and cycling. No doubt she was reading about some particularly
horrible experience I was suffering. . Jean Gill's publications NovelsThe Troubadours
QuartetBook 4 Song Hereafter (The 13th Sign) 2017Book 3 Plaint for Provence (The
13th Sign) 2015Book 2 Bladesong (The 13th Sign) 2015Book 1 Song at Dawn (The
13th Sign ) 2015 Someone to Look Up To: a dog's search for love and understanding (The
13th Sign) 2016 Love HealsBook 2 More Than One Kind (The 13th Sign) 2016Book 1 No Bed of
Roses (The 13th Sign) 2016 Looking for Normal (teen fiction/fact)Book 1 Left Out (The
13th Sign) 2017Book 2 Fortune Kookie (The 13th Sign) 2017 Non-fiction/Memoir/TravelHow
Blue is my Valley (The 13th Sign 2016A Small Cheese in Provence (The 13th Sign) 2016Faithful
through Hard Times (The 13th Sign 20184.5 Years - war memoir by David Taylor (The 13th
Sign) 2017 Short Stories and PoetryOne Sixth of a Gill (The 13th Sign) 2014From Bed-time
On (National Poetry Foundation) 1996With Double Blade (National Poetry
Foundation) 1988 Translation (from French)The Last Love of Edith Piaf - Christie
Laume (Archipel) 2014A Pup in Your Life - Michel Hasbrouck 2008Gentle Dog Training - Michel
Hasbrouck (Souvenir Press) 2008About the AuthorJean Gill is a writer and photographer living
in the south of France with a very big white dog, a Nikon D700 and a man. Her books range from
prize-winning poetry and novels to a cookbook for goat cheese.Read more
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InHavanaObservations by Brewster ChamberlinTo say that one’s first visit to Cuba more than
half a century after the Revolution would be interesting is to say nothing at all. The day after
one’s return from a brief trip it appears to have been a dream as intense, as memorable and as
fabulous as Alice’s wonderland. The memories appear suddenly in fleeting fragments and
disappear leaving one with the urgent desire to refresh them by traveling back again for a much
lengthier sojourn. There is so much there; four or five days barely scratch the surface.Havana
presents the perceptive visitor with deep contradictions, most prominently regarding the physical
appearance of the city, which is what first strikes one upon arriving there for the first time a few
years ago.Many, if not most, large urban centers contain vast discrepancies in their cityscapes
and Havana is most visibly one of them. These disparities are not among neighborhoods, but
since the government has recently allowed some private enterprises to open, the contradictions
appear on the same city blocks: one or two buildings have been renovated and sit amongst the
ruins of their neighbors which have not been so fortunate. The contrast is unavoidable and
striking.This phenomenon coupled with the terrible condition of the roads and streets are the
first things that confront the first-time visitor. One spends so much time looking down at the
streets to avoid the open ditches and potholes that there is the possibility one might miss some
of the original grand architectural building designs. The local taxi drivers and others who own or
drive motor vehicles have learned the art of the swerve, a necessary action performed
continually to avoid wrecking the vehicles’ springs.This is not to say there are not thoroughfares
mostly free of potholes, they do exist, especially along the larger highways and in the
neighborhoods where the well-off Cubans, higher government and party officials and the
diplomatic corps live. It would be a mistake if the visitor allowed this first impression to color his



or her sojourn on the island. Progress toward a more equitable society has been made in the last
several years, though the presence of large numbers of men of all ages on the streets and sitting
on stoops might lead one to conclude that the country suffers from a massive unemployment
problem.These things come ineluctably to the visitor’s mind because they are so prominently
visible and unavoidably there.One other Cuban phenomenon immediately presents itself to the
visitor who steps out of the airport building: the prevalence of American automobiles from the
1950s and earlier. The phrase “time-warp” readily describes the impression made on the brains
of Americans who grew up in the Fifties: one is transported willy-nilly back in time to one’s youth
and rides in the family vehicles in which one learned how to drive and experienced those
moments to remember which were part of growing up in middle class America of the time. There
must be thousands of these “vintage” automobiles on the Cuban roads, some jalopies in
degraded conditions, others shining with bright colors that run, not like clockwork, but at least
not sounding as if gasping terminal breaths and jerking with fatal diseases. These motor
vehicles’ contribution to the island’s air pollution problem is not to be underestimated. And one
should add that the presence of many Soviet model motor vehicles such as the Moskovich and
Lada contribute their share to the air pollution. (What do you call a Lada with twin exhausts? A
wheelbarrow. Or: A man goes into a car accessory shop and says to the assistant, 'Can I have a
hub cap for my Lada?' The assistant thinks to himself for a moment and then replies, 'OK, it
seems like a fair swap'. Or, finally: What do you call a Lada driver who says he has a speeding
ticket? A liar.)These Lada jokes remind me of the well-known Radio Eriwan Q-and-A witticisms
from the Soviet period. "Is it good to sleep with an open window?" "Yes, but with a woman it is
better." "Has poet Mayakovsky committed suicide?” "We don't know, but his last words were
Don't shoot, comrades!". "Could an atomic bomb destroy our beautiful city?" "In principle, yes.
But Moscow is by far a more beautiful city than ours."It is not unusual to see a number of horse
and buggies on rural highways, and indeed in the cities from time to time; a less expensive but
more time-consuming method of transportation. And, George Fontana tells me that throughout
parts of Havana and in the countryside, one sees Ladas on blocks with their motors removed to
propel American cars whose engines deteriorated to the point of uselessness. Thus, perhaps
the Cubans have created a sort of American/Russian hybrid.Nonetheless, there is a certain thrill
riding along the broad Malecón, the long corniche or esplanade that hugs Havana’s northern
sea wall, in a 1953 bright orange Chevrolet convertible listening to Elvis Presley singing “Don’t
Be Cruel” and Roy Orbison’s “Pretty Woman” and the Four Lads “Memories Are Made of This”,
Joan Weber’s “Let Me Go, Lover” , Pérez Prado’s “Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White” and
the Four Aces “Love is a Many-Splendored Thing” with the wind tossing one’s hair, the sea water
roaring up to smash against the wall and explode over onto the walkway in a million shinning
drops. Ah, youth …On December 3, a bright Wednesday morning, the Cuba 8 flew from Miami
on a Swift Air Boeing 737 to the José Martí airport outside Havana, a flight that took all of 47
minutes, but in effect took a full day considering the time consumed by the ride from Key West.
Had we been able to fly from Key West, which is reasonable, rational and logical but impossible,



the flight would have been even shorter.Adrian Hernandez Lopez from Bespoke Cuba Travel met
us and squired us to our two small, family-owned hotels or guest houses a short distance from
each other: Di, Rishi, LM and I in the Casa Virales on Calle Havana, George, John, Jim and
Jerry in the Casa Pedro-Maria on the Calle Chacon in the middle of Old Havana (Vieja Habana).
The latter casa is owned by Carlos Acosta, a ballet dancer, and originally named Casa Carlos
Acosta. Recently he changed the name to Casa Pedro y Maria in honor of his parents. The
owners of these small hotels (ours had six rooms) renovated the buildings in the last five years
or so to include the basics: showers, toilets, hot water, freshly painted clean high-ceiling rooms,
but no telephones, alarm clocks or televisions, the latter three of which we did not miss at all
having brought our own battery-driven clock. There is as yet no Internet connection for travelers
in Cuba (in short, no Wi-Fi), but one can recharge an I-Pad or a laptop computer to use for
writing a journal of one’s sojourn.
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